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Key Takeaways:  

Iraq. Iran-backed Shi’a militants likely massacred unarmed Sunni civilians in Diyala on February 20. 

ISIS has not commented on the attack. Pro-Iran politicians accused ISIS of the attack, likely in an 

effort to obfuscate responsibility. The Iraqi Security Forces (ISF) arrested 18 suspects in the attack, 
though it is highly unlikely the Iraqi government will hold the perpetrators accountable. ISIS may use 

this attack to position itself as a protector of the local community. ISIS may do this by targeting local 

security forces, particularly Shi’a militias, to illustrate its capabilities to locals.  

Afghanistan. Iranian security assistance may be supporting recent Taliban counterterrorism 

successes against Islamic State Khorasan Province (ISKP). Taliban forces killed ISKP’s chief of 
military operations and the former leader of Islamic State Hind Province (ISHP) in Kabul on February 

26 and February 14, respectively. ISKP operations may be hindered in the short run, but these killings 

are unlikely to have a decisive impact on ISKP over the long run.  

Assessments:  

Iraq. Iran-backed Iraqi Shi’a militias likely massacred local Sunni civilians in Al Jayalah, Khalis 

district, Diyala province, on February 20.1 Iraqi army forces withdrew from the vicinity of Al Jayalah 

the week before the attack, enabling Shi’a militias to enter the area.2 Shi’a militias also intimidated 

locals by firing weapons at residents and driving Popular Mobilization Forces vehicles into the town 

before the attack.3 Iran-backed Badr Organization officials moved immediately to obfuscate the 

attack’s origin.4 Local tribes blamed Iran-backed militias for the massacre in major protests on 

February 23.5 These militias have historically engaged in similar types of sectarian killings in both 

Diyala and throughout Iraq.6  

Badr Organization officials blamed ISIS, and the Iraqi government cited “clan conflict” for the 

massacre. ISIS likely was not responsible. ISIS claims nearly all of its attacks in Iraq to highlight its 

ability to punish the population for working with the government and its continued relevance.7 The 

group’s claims include a similar massacre in December 2022, which occurred in Albu Bali, a village 
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that borders Al Jayalah.8 It is also highly unlikely that tribal conflict is the cause of this massacre.9 

Tribal disputes more often manifest as major shoot-outs wherein both sides are armed and prepared 

for confrontation rather than massacres of unarmed men, women, and children.10    

The Iraqi government’s response in Diyala will likely fail to secure both Shi’a and Sunni communities 

against further acts of violence.11 Locals are expressing distrust in the ISF’s ability to bring the 

perpetrators to justice.12 The ISF will likely briefly arrest militia members before promptly releasing 

them.13 The Iraqi government has promised to investigate similar massacres, before failing to make 

arrests or release findings to the public.14  

ISIS may seek to take advantage of the ISF response by gradually increasing its role in the protection 

of Sunni communities. ISIS responded on February 23 to Shi’a militia calls for sectarian cleansing 

north of Baghdad by encouraging locals to fight against the local militias there.15 ISIS may make 

similar calls in other areas, which would likely trigger ISIS attacks targeting local Shi’a militants. It 

could also target Shi’a communities to trigger tit-for-tat sectarian violence, which would allow ISIS to 

further present itself as a security guarantor against local communities who seek to remove Sunni 

populations. 

Figure 1. Massacres Targeting Civilians and ISIS Activity Northeast of Baghdad 
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Afghanistan. Taliban security forces killed two ISKP leaders in February, possibly with Iranian 

assistance. Taliban security forces conducted raids that killed the ISKP leader for India operations, 

Ejaz Ahangar, on February 14 and Military Operations Chief Qari Fateh on February 26.16 Unverified 

reports state the Iranian Revolutionary Guards Corps Quds Force (IRGC-QF) met with unidentified 

Taliban leaders in Kandahar and agreed to assist the Taliban government with operations against 

ISKP.17 Iran’s special representative to Afghanistan—an IRGC-QF member—regularly meets with 

Taliban leaders and has repeatedly called for Iran to cooperate with the Taliban on anti-ISKP 

operations.18  

 

The IRGC-QF may have requested the Taliban release water from Afghanistan to address a serious, 

ongoing drought in Iran. Iran has repeatedly asked the Taliban for this assistance since at least 

February 2022.19 However, Afghanistan is suffering from its own drought and needs the water for 

domestic use, making it unlikely the Taliban can comply without provoking domestic unrest. 

 
The death of Fateh may inhibit ISKP operations in major cities during a possible future ISKP spring 
offensive.20 Fateh was reportedly responsible for organizing ISKP attacks targeting diplomatic 
facilities and Taliban leaders in Kabul.21 ISKP has support bases in eastern Afghanistan from which to 
draw a new operations chief.22 The Institute for the Study of War and the Critical Threats Project 
cannot assess at this time who ISKP will select as the new operations chief or when. ISKP typically 
conducts spring offensives against the Taliban. It is unclear if Fateh completed spring attack plans for 
2023, enabling ISKP to resume attacks during the coming months. Fateh’s death does not address the 
fact that ISKP retains supporters in the Taliban government and intelligence services, which has 
enabled the group to carry out attacks on Taliban leaders.23   
 
The death could degrade ISKP outreach to Indian nationals in the near term. Ahangar recruited 
Indians to carry out attacks in Afghanistan and may have been responsible for attacks carried out by 
Indian nationals in Kabul and Jalalabad in 2020.24 Ahangar formerly served as the first leader of 
ISHP, the Islamic State affiliate in India and Jammu and Kashmir, which likely helped Ahangar 
recruit Indian nationals for ISKP.25  
 



Figure 3. The Salafi-Jihadi Movement in Central and South Asia 
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Africa. There have been no significant updates from this region in the past week.  

Figure 4. The Salafi-Jihadi Movement in Africa 
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Other Updates:  

Africa 

Burkina Faso. Al Qaeda and Islamic State–affiliated militants are taking advantage of the 

Burkinabe army’s manpower limitations to conduct increasingly deadly attacks in the peripheral 

regions of eastern Burkina Faso. Al Qaeda’s Sahelian branch Jama’at Nusrat al Islam wa al 

Muslimeen ransacked Partiaga village, in southeastern Burkina Faso, on February 26, reportedly 

killing at least 70 people and burning down numerous buildings.26 Federal officials have still not 

acknowledged the attack.27 The Islamic State’s Greater Sahara Province also killed over 70 Burkinabe 

soldiers in two separate attacks on February 17 and 19 in northeastern Burkina Faso.28  
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